
 2021 Library Visit Interview Form 

Library Name: Kilbourn Public Library – Wisconsin Dells 

 

Certification Grade: 2 

 

Date of visit: 10/14/2021 

 

Library staff present at the visit: Cathy Borck, Director 

 

SCLS staff present:  Heidi Oliversen 

 

Amount of time spent at visit: 1.75 hours  

 

[Please limit this section to the answers to the specific questions, and include as much detail as 

possible. Report other information or observations in the “other information” section below. 

 

1. How are you and your staff doing? 

We are actually doing pretty good.  A staff person hired right before the COVID lockdown in 2020 quit 

at end of December 2020.  She was very uncomfortable with being around the public and other staff 

even though staffing was limited and set in different location within the building.  They are lucky to 

have a large library with space for lots of social distancing so many staff could be working in the 

library the during the pandemic and when the library re-opened.  New person, Stephanie, started in 

July 2021. Has library experience and a Master’s degree in library science.  

 

a. What have you learned about yourself, your staff, and your community during the 

COVID-19 Pandemic? 

Staff were very conscious and flexible in developing protocols to serve the patrons after the partial 

re-opening (curbside and phone assistance) and after they fully re-opened to the public.  Following 

protocols to ensure safety and being alert to different viewpoints and following recommendations, 

researching options for caution, and accommodating needs and requests.  Learned that their 

community really valued the library and missed them when not open, the work they did, services 

provided, curbside pickup and getting materials but missed also very much missed sense of 

community the library provided them, including community events, crafts, book clubs, euchre games 

and talking/visiting with library staff. 

 

b. What lessons learned will guide you going forward? 

We learned that we can be very flexible as needed and learned to “make things work” when our 

backs are against the wall.  Patrons were very willing to meet outside and to use safety protocols and 

social distancing as required. Learned a great deal about what exactly their patrons liked/appreciated 

about the library. What we do for them at the circulation desk; simple things and personal 

interactions have a lot of meaning to their patrons.  Bookmobile is very valuable tool and they found 

new ways to use it. 

 

 



2. Are there service changes or new services arising from COVID that you may continue moving 

forward? 

They added Hoopla and a couple of new databases.  Databases were not as popular as Hoopla.   

Cooking database with recipes – thought it would be popular/useful during the pandemic but it was 

rarely used.  Hoopla was/is very popular and digital library cards were very popular during the 

pandemic but less so now.  Cathy has been adding significantly to Hoopla collection.  Overdrive 

(video) disappointing because of long waits.  Hoopla purchases compared to waits in Overdrive video 

for items that are not new or high demand is frustrating.  Will continue with Hoopla and digital library 

cards.  A few patrons have started using the Solus mobile app.  Those patrons are happy with it. Still 

do have that population that want to come in, check out and leave so they are applying for the ARPA 

grant for a self-check and perhaps RFID tagging/conversion.  Hardly any patrons are using curbside 

right now but they will continue to offer it.    

 

a. Is there anything SCLS can do to help? 

They are doing it.  ARPA grant for self-check and possible RFID tagging (possible).  Keeping Hoopla 

was seamless (Brian was great!). 

 

3. What has your library done since our last visit that you’re excited about? 

New staff person helps existing staff to open up to do more, new ideas, excited to see where that 

goes. Not going back to the schools yet and not yet visiting all of their previous bookmobile stops but 

excited about moving forward and re-instating all of their previous stops. Excited about increasing 

circulation statistics and in person visits.  They had not had a Friends book sale since before lockdown 

but continued to accept donations.  Held book sales this year in June, September and October and all 

three broke records.  Friends are very willing now to look at new projects but that is for future 

planning.  Writing her ARPA pre-application on her vacation next week, deadline 10/25.  Using the 

bookmobile in new ways is exciting – different areas to take it to, home delivery, different venues 

that work well with the bookmobile.  Will be able to continue these stops when they re-add all of 

their regular stops.  Will have the staff to support the additional stops. 

 

a. Are there any memorable moments that stand out? 

When they closed in 2020 it was very memorable because they had people pounding on their doors 

so when they re-opened the building to the public this year the patrons were very excited.  

Bookmobile stops to nursing homes and senior centers continued as those were/are a big part of 

their week, days.  Prior to the stops they would take phone requests and deliver materials in brown 

paper bags but that wasn’t as fulfilling as having staff there and visiting.  Now practically everyone 

who used to request materials delivered make the effort to come into the library.  Doing the 2020 

annual report this past January – figuring out hours open was crazy to realize how much up and down 

was required during the past year.  

 

b. Was there a program or service that your community responded to (positively or 

negatively)? 

Re-opening the building to the public was very positive.  Started Make and Take bags for adults and 

kids and their patrons love them.  Have always provided similar kits to some degree but now they 

make sure to have new kits weekly.  Still offering curbside but no one using it.  Did virtual 

programming but no longer – patron prefer in person programming. 

Collaborative programming with the other Columbia county libraries – all libraries split costs of virtual 

programming.  Some were good, others not so popular.  For the cooking program patron could come 

to the Dells and pick up up spices, for the gardening program they could come in and pick up seeds.  

 



4. Is there anything else you’d like to share or discuss? 

Vicki is attending the Columbia County meeting tomorrow (?) to talk about Bibliovation.  Having an 

ILS that is fully web-based is very important to WID and their bookmobile services. 

 

Other information gathered at the visit (interesting tidbits, general impressions of the library, or 

alternative topics): 

 

Cathy’s birthday is in January and she started her job at WID in July 1999.  Heidi’s birthday is in July of 

the same year and started her job with SCLS in January 2000. 

 

 


